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Dahaarkan wrote:
Sun Feb 14, 2021 8:19 pm

**HP. Hoodedcobra666 wrote:**
Those who serve the Gods do also by helping other SS and this is not only about title, because rewards come directly from above. Titles may mean little to nothing if one does not follow the requirements through.

As far as I am concerned many loyal members have outperformed, both in the eyes of the Gods, and in actual work and help provided to others, quite a few placeholders of "Clergy". Numbers speak for themselves. We have to be frank here.

I've been trying to say this for years but I don't think I've ever really managed to put it well enough, while there is nothing wrong with wanting recognition or even adoration from others, I think it's toxic when people pursue a title just for the sake of holding that title, and basking in the misguided worship that comes with it.

The title itself shouldn't be the "achievement", the actual work that led up to that title is what matters. One needs only to look at the failures of HP's that were kicked or abandoned us to see that the title on it's own means nothing in the end.

People focus too much on pointless, hollow things, and too many pursue some form of celebrity status. Having 5000 posts means nothing if 95% of them are useless to everybody. Having over a decade of "experience" as SS means nothing if you have made little to no progress. And of course, even the title of "High Priest" means nothing if one ultimately contributes very little or nothing at all.

Worshipping titles breeds delusions of grandeur into those who hold them, and gives them influence over people that they otherwise would not, and should not have. This is dangerous and must be purged.

Jews use titles to elevate themselves in the eyes of naive and gullible people. There is a reason jews and infiltrators pursue clergy status so hard. The title alone gives them influence over the naive.

I've said this before I think, the value of a man is in the quality and quantity of his contribution to the survival and prosperity of his race. Everything beyond this is hollow and ultimately meaningless.
This can be destructive both ways, not just for people who become delusional in their borrowed "greatness", but also in naive people, who believe they need a title to give value to their work and contribution.

Titles matter a lot, when and if the person wearing them is at the level they represent. Then they attain full meaning.

Basically this was a plan to undermine everything in the end by the enemy through ruin of this. Jews took over National Posts, they fuck a Nation, because these posts have power. They mean everything to a Nation.

To the Jews nothing fundamentally matters in the organic survival of a Nation or an organization. As they are parasitic entities. They only want the perks of a service position without providing any service. Check out most politicians today. You'll see.

It is therefore vitally important both viruses and people who have done nothing to be treated in head level with these things. The approach can only be realistic.

Anyone can baptize themselves with a title. In their mind it can be real. The importance is that it really matters. People can understand what is the real deal and what is not.

Anyhow, actual Clergy is of Satan, and this is a self evident matter. People have to build up to something. It is of no point to be named Mr. Olympia and to have never raised any weights.

And the deal is to do his work in the community. Which people who are of Satan understand well before any formalities.

The enemy tries to subvert the meaning and content of a title, because they are both parasitic and enemies. This is like subverting your enemies hierarchical structure to cause a downfall to an organism.

One way to do this is through infiltration, in case where direct attack does not work. Jews specialize in this for centuries. They did not take us down entirely at any historical interval. But they are wearing everything down until they can go for the kill.

If it is not all taken down at once, they try to drag all the meaningful things down with them and break the bonds of faith between people. Dividing states, Nations, races, families etc.

See countries betrayed by their jewish politicians as an example. Then people hate politics which is only, a way through how they should organize to exist. This is the definition of subversion.
Where the world is at this is unavoidable. The key here is that now people know so we can self protect and self modulate in order to avoid this.

Satan is with us and this is why we still exist. Both here and in general. The enemy erodes but we have to overcome and rise about the rust. In a sense, we have to be stronger than the decay.

Clergy is highest level of Satanic service. This is what it is for as far as a destined title. Anything that exists does exist because select few have taken this very seriously as this is Satan's Agenda.

But this in itself is an aspect in a general clockwork.

To do this, any community needs power to its powerful individuals, knowledge and power to the people, and powerful leadership. There is no way for any of these to stand on its own. A organic unity and hierarchy is required where everyone works together.

Which we are and always were. We are going to intensify in this direction. As thus my comments and general approach. Credit goes where it is due.

May all those who love Satan and the Gods be always strong and blessed.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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